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Abstract. The article is dedicated to the Soctatic dialogue as a genre of Ancient 
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of Ancient Philosophy – kairos. Its meaning is especially obscure since being present in 
various contexts such as poetry and prose compositions it has no special definition. In the 
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Introduction
We have already dealt with such concepts 

as logos, mythos and chronos (Alymova, 
2008: 8–28; Alymova, 2017a: 21). Hereby we 
continue our line of research and would like to 
turn to one of the most enigmatic and provoc-
ative concepts of Ancient Philosophy – kairos. 
It is a complex concept, not easily reduced to 
a simple formula. The meaning of kairos is 
especially obscure since being present in var-
ious contexts such as poetry (e.g. the Victory 
Odes of Pindar or dramatic poetry) and prose 
compositions (e.g. of Gorgias, Aeschines Soc-
ratucus, Plato and the authors of the Corpus 
Hippocraticum) it has no special definition 
within these contexts. At the same time the 
range of interpretations of kairos is rather 
vast: we find numerous testimonies not only 
in philosophical explications but also in trans-
lations, e.g. due measure, wise moderation, 
proportion, profit, possibility, circumstances, 
crisis, aim, season, timing, “srok”/“svoi chas” 
(“the day of destiny”) (M. Gasparov), “pora” 
(“high time”) (V. Bibikhin, A. Akhutin) and 
last but not least – opportunity. The list of in-
terpretations cited above makes it evident that 
two significations prevail – time and oppor-
tunity. Kairos as opportunity retains a close 
relation with the etymon, which at first sight 
fixes the original sense of the word – porta 
(door, entrance) or portus (port) (nowadays 
another version to render the meaning has be-
come current – the window of opportunities). 
It is bizarre how the senses of opportunity and 
time – not to mention measure – coincide in 
one and the same signification. No doubts, 
certain efforts might be exerted (and they were 
exerted) to reconcile all the interpretations 
mentioned above. But the problem is that such 
unifying interpretations are founded on pre-
conception that kairos is primarily connected 
with time and timing. The relevant sources for 
such interpretation are following: as a desig-
nation for the moment in which the situation 
irreversibly turns to the better or worse, the 
word kairos started to be used approximately 
from the second half of the Vth BC, and in this 
connection the Corpus Hippocraticum and the 
famous sculpture of Lisippus of Sicyon should 
be mentioned. As for the Corpus Hippocrat-

icum, the following quotation is traditionally 
referred to: Χρόνος ἐστὶν ἐν ᾧ καιρὸς, καὶ 
καιρὸς ἐν ᾧ χρόνος οὐ πολύς (Hippocrates, 
1923: 312) (Time/Chronos, is that, in which 
there is kairos, and kairos, in which there is 
chronos, is not long [The translation is ours – 
E.A.]). It is remarkable that time as chronos is 
being opposed to time as kairos (which is, as a 
matter of fact, measured as “being not long”). 
On the other hand, the sculpture of Lisippus 
has become the visual paradigm of Kairos as 
a crucial and decisive moment. 

The interpretation of kairos as time/mo-
ment impacted the Christian conception of kai-
ros as it is proposed, for example, by Paul Til-
lich in two works with the same title – “Kairos” 
(1922 and 1948), where kairos is interpreted as 
the moment (and in this sense it is being con-
ceived as timeless) when and where the human 
existence opens itself to the eternity (being-to-
wards-eternity). 

Significant concepts, which constitute the 
arsenal of philosophical vocabulary, have to 
be reconsidered now and then in order not to 
become an automatically used vocabulary of 
shoptalk. The concept of kairos should not be 
exception. 

To analyze the concept of kairos is not an 
end in itself in the framework of our article. In 
our paper we defend the interpretation based on 
the original affinity of the kairos with the art of 
weaving, which we consider as paradigm of the 
art of interweaving of logoi and even of the art 
of dialectics and dramatic composition as they 
are represented in Plato’s dialogues. 

Materials and Methods
We propose to start with specific texts 

and even objects to sharpen the meaning of 
the concept of kairos. The different signifi-
cances of the Greek word kairos have been 
recently investigated, among others, by Mo-
nique Trédé-Boulmer (Trédé-Boulmer, 1992). 
Monique Trédé-Boulmer argues that the 
meaning “the opportune moment” puts re-
strictions on the concept of kairos, drastically 
reducing its semantic potential. Still we are 
substantially influenced by another French 
scholar – Bernard Gallet – and his opus “Re-
cherches sur Kairos et l’ambiguïté dans la 
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poesie de Pindar” (Gallet, 1990). He studies 
the poetry of Pindar whose poetic vocabulary 
privileges the word kairos. To this interpreta-
tion adheres Michail Jampolsky (Jampolsky, 
2007: 50 – 59). 

While the widely accepted translations are 
all derived from the preconceived idea of time, 
Bernard Gallet argues that this is not the case in 
Pindars’ Odes. He (as well as M. Trédé-Boul-
mer) follows the intuition of Richard Onians. R. 
Onians was the first to suggest the affinity be-
tween two words kairos and kairos (accentuat-
ed with circumflex over the diphthong) – “The 
Origin of European thought about the body, 
the mind, the soul, the world, time and fate” 
(Onians, 1951). This circumflexed form did not 
really exist in Greek – this word appeared in 
numerous scholia to Homer (namely to a line 
from the VIIth book of the Odyssey). R. Onians 
put forward a brilliant conjecture though un-
fortunately left it aside without deducing any 
conclusions. He surmised that kairos belonged 
to the art of weaving: that is, according to R. 
Onian’s idea, kairos is whether the warp or has 
something to do with separating of threads. 
Still he himself followed another way corrob-
orating the interpretation of kairos as oppor-
tunity.

Having presented a synopsis of interpreta-
tions we turn to the relevant sources. 

Reconsidering kairós. All the roads lead 
us to Homer. Homer does not know (or at least 
does not use) the word kairos. Instead he uses 
the adjective kairios and the neuter of it with 
the article – to kairion. The earliest evidence 
of the word kairos in this form gives Hesiod 
(Works and Days). Here we have one mention 
(v. 694):

μέτρα φυλάσσεσθαι· καιρὸς δ’ ἐπὶ πᾶ-
σιν ἄριστος (Hesiod, 1878: 81)

One should be moderate. And kairos in ev-
erything is the best

[The translation is ours. – E.A.].

And here arises a problem – how should 
we connect the kairos interpreted in this way 
with the line in Homer’s Odyssey (the only line 

in this poem where the Poet uses a word of the 
root in question), which serves a point (or rath-
er – the point) of reference (Od. VII, 107): 

καιρουσσέων δ’ ὀθονέων ἀπολείβεται 
ὑγρὸν ἔλαιον (Homer, 1984: 121).

In order to retain the context we quote the 
translation [translation of Homer here and else-
where of A.T. Murray] of it at some length:

And others weave webs, or, as they sit, 
twirl the yarn, like unto the leaves of a tall 
poplar tree; and from the closely-woven 
linen the soft olive oil drips down. For as 
the Phaeacian men are skilled above all 
others in speeding a swift ship upon the 
sea, so are the women / cunning work-
ers at the loom, for Athene has given to 
them above all others skill in fair handi-
work, and an understanding heart (Homer, 
1919a: 239, 241).

This passage was vastly commented on 
by the scholars of the Late Antiquity because 
of this strange form καιρουσσέων, which pre-
supposed the existence of adjective καιρόεις 
(this form is but hypothetical). Hereby we are 
referred to the art of weaving. 

We shall adduce another evidence, fol-
lowing the way blazed by Bernard Gallet 
(Gallet, 1990). It will be the Dendra panoply 
or Dendra armor. It is an example of a My-
cenaean-era panoply (full-body armor) (in the 
collection the Napflion Archeological muse-
um) made of bronze plates, discovered in 1960 
in the village of Dendra in the Argolid (the 
region of the Peloponnese). The Dendra pano-
ply is a sort of scale armor consisting of many 
individual small, or not very small as in our 
case, scales (plates) of various shapes attached 
to each other and to a backing of cloth or leath-
er in overlapping rows. It represents the oldest 
form of metal body armor, which was widely 
used throughout the eastern Mediterranean. It 
dates to the end of the fifteenth century BC. 
The Dendra Panoply consists of fifteen sepa-
rate pieces of bronze sheet, held together with 
leather thongs or leather cords. It protected 
the wearer from neck to knees. The panoply 
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includes breast-plates and back-plates, greaves 
(leg-protectors) and arm-guards. We shall not 
go into a detailed description, but rather draw 
attention to the points of interest concerning 
our arguments.

With this panoply we intrude into the reign 
of the art of war. So it seems natural to evoke 
Homer’s Iliad. It provides a context for the ad-
jective kairios and for the neuter of it with the 
article – to kairion. 

Let us cite some relevant contexts from 
Homer’s Iliad (Il. IV, 183-187):

Τὸν δ’ ἐπιθαρσύνων προσέφη ξανθὸς 
Μενέλαος·
θάρσει, μηδέ τί πω δειδίσσεο λαὸν 
Ἀχαιῶν·
οὐκ ἐν καιρίῳ ὀξὺ πάγη βέλος, ἀλλὰ 
πάροιθεν
εἰρύσατο ζωστήρ τε παναίολος ἠδ’ 
ὑπένερθε
ζῶμά τε καὶ μίτρη, τὴν χαλκῆες κάμον 
ἄνδρες (Homer, 1910: 71).

But fair-haired Menelaus spake and heart-
ened him, saying: “Be thou of good cheer, 
neither affright in any wise the host of the 
Achaeans. Not in a fatal spot hath the shaft 
been fixed; ere that my flashing belt stayed 
it, and the kilt beneath, and the taslet that 
the coppersmiths fashioned” (Homer, 1924-
25a: 167).

Another example (Il. VIII, 324 – 328):

θῆκε δ’ ἐπὶ νευρῇ· τὸν δ’ αὖ κορυθαίολος 
Ἕκτωρ
αὐερύοντα παρ’ ὦμον, ὅθι κληῒς ἀποέργει
αὐχένα τε στῆθός τε, μάλιστα δὲ καίριόν 
ἐστι,
τῇ ῥ’ ἐπὶ οἷ μεμαῶτα βάλεν λίθῳ ὀκριόεντι,
ῥῆξε δέ οἱ νευρήν· (Homer, 1910: 156).

(Now Teucer) had drawn forth from the 
quiver a bitter arrow, and laid it upon the 
string, but even as he was drawing it back 
Hector of the flashing helm smote him be-
side the shoulder where the collar-bone 
parts the neck and the breast, where is the 
deadliest spot (Homer, 1924-25a: 363).

The spot which is called καίριον, means 
a vital point and to hit it would mean to cause 
death. 

And here comes forth the following ques-
tion: how to connect the meanings of oppor-
tunity and death, that is the question of how 
to reconcile two notions – καίριος (καίριον) 
as a vital spot and καιρός as timing and mea-
sure. 

At this point we have to turn to the verse of 
the Odyssey (Od. VII, 107), mentioned above, 
which recounts the process of making fabrics 
by the Phaeacian women. Καιρουσσέων – 
plural genitive of καιρόεις, this is an adjective 
with the meaning of a thing defined as possess-
ing in great measure the quality determined by 
this adjective. For example: χαρίεις – graceful 
(full of χάρις), δολόεις – wily (full of δόλος), 
ὑλήεις – woody (full of ὕλη). In our case we 
are bound to suppose that a thing defined as 
καιρόεις has to be defined as full of something 
like καῖρος. This circumflexed word is being 
reconstructed on the basis of Homer’s και-
ρουσσέων. It is but conjectural and as such it 
appears in the scholia and commentaries to the 
epic of Homer. According to the reconstruc-
tion, we restore the verb – ⃰ καιρόω (supply 
with καῖρος). A context within the limits of 
which we gain the word καῖρος is the context 
of the art of weaving.

We have already put the question, how 
to reconcile the meanings of opportunity, vul-
nerable spot and due measure. An immediate 
transition from one meaning to another looks 
strange. We admit, it is easy to reinterpret this 
transition post factum. But the question about 
the original meaning, the conceptual core of 
the notions opportunity, vulnerable spot and 
due measure still exists. The interpretation is 
aggravated by a reconstruction of a technical 
meaning of καῖρος, in the sense of the art of 
weaving. 

So we have at our disposal καιρός and 
καῖρος. We have to draw a line between 
these two terms. Let us turn to the dictionar-
ies. H. Frisk defines καιρός as rechtes Mass, 
Zeitpunkt, Gelegenheit (due measure, right 
moment, opportunity) (Frisk, 1960: 755) and 
assigns καιρός and καῖρος to two different 
entries. P. Chantraine makes a point of these 
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two different meanings but in the entry ded-
icated to καῖρος he says: “mais le mot rend 
peut-être compte de καιρός, qui pourrait être 
un employ figuré (“le point exact, le point de 
rencontre, le nœud?”) avec changement d’ac-
cent. Voir καιρός” (The word most probably 
supposes καιρός, which, in its turn, might be 
used figuratively (“the crucial point, the point 
of junction, the knot?”) with a different ac-
cent. See καιρός [Translation is ours. – E.A.]) 
(Chantraine, 1968–1980: 480). 

A vulnerable spot means the most appro-
priate spot to penetrate, where a weapon could 
hit effectively. To hit such a spot a solder should 
be appropriately trained and versed in such 
stratagems. R. Onians thinks that καιρός (if 
such a word existed in the poems of Homer) 
would signify the target, which was to be hit 
by the archers while they were training. And 
this target looked, according to R. Onians and 
Homer (as interpreted by R. Onians), as an ap-
erture or hole in the blade of a battle-ax (ὁ πέ-
λεκυς). An image of such a battle-ax and the 
act of shooting is represented in the Odyssey, 
XIX, 573–576:

τοὺς πελέκεας, τοὺς κεῖνος ἐνὶ 
μεγάροισιν ἑοῖσιν
ἵστασχ’ ἑξείης, δρυόχους ὥς, δώδεκα 
πάντας·
στὰς δ’ ὅ γε πολλὸν ἄνευθε διαρρίπτα-
σκεν ὀϊστόν.
νῦν δὲ μνηστήρεσσιν ἄεθλον τοῦτον 
ἐφήσω· (Homer, 1984: 370).

Those axes which he was wont to set up in 
line in his halls, like props of a ship that 
is building, twelve in all, and he would 
stand afar off and shoot an arrow through 
them.  Now then I shall set this contest be-
fore the wooers (Homer, 1919b: 269, 271)

and in the Odyssey, XXI, 120–123:

πρῶτον μὲν πελέκεας στῆσεν, διὰ τάφρον 
ὀρύξας
πᾶσι μίαν μακρήν, καὶ ἐπὶ στάθμην ἴθυνεν,
ἀμφὶ δὲ γαῖαν ἔναξε. τάφος δ’ ἕλε πάντας 
ἰδόντας,
ὡς εὐκόσμως στῆσε· (Homer, 1984: 391).

First then he set up the axes, when he had 
dug a trench, one long trench for all, and 
made it straight to the line, and about them 
he stamped in the earth. And amazement 
seized all who saw him, that he set them out 
so orderly (Homer, 1919b: 313).

According to the interpretation of R. 
Onians, καιρός means exactly the aperture, 
through which the arrow is shoot, whence the 
meaning of opportunitas (πόρος, a means of 
passing) derives. 

But if we evoke Homer’s Phaeacians we 
notice that another understanding will be 
possible as well: καιρουσσέων δ’ ὀθονέων 
ἀπολείβεται ὑγρὸν ἔλαιον (and from the 
closely-woven linen the soft olive oil drips 
down). The idea is clear: the more appropri-
ately and tightly the threads of the warp are 
put into order, the better is the quality of the 
fabric produced. The distance between the 
threads of the warp should be minimal or bet-
ter – optimal. In this case the lesser the dis-
tance is, the better is καιρός. To ensure the 
optimal distance between the threads of the 
warp a special device is wanted, something 
like a regulating thread, which separates the 
threads of the warp preventing them from tan-
gling. The threads of the warp are responsible 
for the length of a fabric, the threads of the 
weft – for a fabric itself. In other words: the 
threads of the warp make a fabric possible, 
the threads of the weft – real and they also 
account for a design or pattern. 

So the fabrics of the Phaeacians give 
us, as it seems, the original idea of καιρός. 
It looks like here for the first time we have 
fixed the sense of καιρός /καῖρος known to 
Homer. 

Compared to the sense of καίριος in the 
military contexts of the Iliad, the passage de-
scribing the tissues of the Phaeacians could 
add to our understanding of the concept in dis-
cussion. What this weak spot of the panoply 
(καίριον) has to do with καῖρος? Καῖρος is a 
special thread, placed at one edge of a would-
be tissue, which being interwoven between 
the threads of the warp secures the order and 
prevents the threads of the warp from tangling. 
The role of this regulating thread (supposedly 
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καῖρος) would be very important taking into 
account the absence of warp-beams in the 
structure of the ancient loom: καῖρος facili-
tated the process of inserting the filling thread 
(weft). 

So καῖρος would be a flexible linkage, 
a thread interwoven between the warp which 
exerts two functions at once: it separates and 
connects at the same time. To illustrate how 
it worked we shall cite Homer again (Il. XIX, 
384–385):

πειρήθη δ’ ἕο αὐτοῦ ἐν ἔντεσι δῖος 
Ἀχιλλεύς, – 
εἰ οἷ ἐφαρμόσσειε καὶ ἐντρέχοι ἀγλαὰ 
γυῖα· (Homer,1911: 155)

and goodly Achilles made proof of himself 
in his armour, whether it fitted him, and his 
glorious limbs moved free (Homer, 1924–
25b: 365).

In order to be efficient in a battle, a warrior 
needs to feel himself comfortable in his armor. 
So he secures it with the thongs (e.g. the Dan-
dra panoply as described above), fastens all the 
pieces of his panoply so that they fit perfectly 
and protect the vital parts of the body without 
impeding his movements. 

Let us, for example, recall the scene – Hec-
tor hits Tuecer’s shoulder (Il. VIII, 324 – 328). 
A glance cast on the armor makes it evident 
that this part of the cuirass (which protects a 
shoulder) is most weak and vulnerable because 
this is just the very spot of ligatures – the cords 
connecting the plates of a panoply. In other 
words, this part of the armor would be supplied 
with a great number of καῖροςes. One could 
consider such a spot μάλιστα καίριον (a most 
vulnerable). The ligatures of a panoply remind 
the καῖρος of the loom.

Let us recapitulate the principal connota-
tions of the word kairos, being interpreted as a 
derivative of καῖρος: 

1) as a regulating thread it supposes the 
idea of control;

2) again as a regulating thread it secures 
the vertical order of the warp guaranteeing this 
way the due measure, and as result we produce 
a tissue of high quality; 

3) as an interwoven thread it separates and 
connects at the same time. 

So a kairotic spot should be any part of 
the panoply, where the ligatures are situated. 
These cords or thongs should be tight enough 
in order the cuirass protect the body of a sol-
dier, making apertures minimal, but at the 
same time they should not impede the move-
ments of a soldier. Briefly, all the cords, lig-
atures and threads (if we talk about tissues) 
must be optimal. 

Summing up the arguments of this part 
of our paper, we come to the following con-
clusion: the concept of kairos suggests a set of 
elements, which constitute this phenomenon. It 
means that kairos should not be interpreted as 
a moment, an opportunity et cetera. It should 
rather designate a complex structure, including 
a set of elements with an ambiguous connota-
tion, such as, for example, opportunity/inop-
portuneness, a right moment/a wrong moment. 
Such an interpretation is rooted in the notion of 
kairos as it has been construed above. 

As a set of elements and constituent parts 
involving the phenomenon of time, kairos can 
be reconsidered within a special context – the 
context of narration and composition. We 
possess textual evidences in the Greek lyrics, 
which could serve us to corroborate this hy-
pothesis. So we turn to the poetry of Pindar 
(522/18–448/438).

In the Victory Odes of Pindar there is a 
lot of words and expressions which have obvi-
ous reference to the art of weaving. This met-
aphorical transference of the notions, directly 
connected to the concrete art of weaving, to 
the domain of poetry is quite legitimate. Let 
us remember κόσμος ἐπέων (an order of the 
words). We have a similar image in Homer’s Il-
iad, III, 212: μύθους ὑφαίνω (I weave words 
or discourse), or very close semantically – 
πλέκειν λόγους (interweave words), which, 
for that matter, hints at a complex composition 
of Aristotle, that is his ἁπλοῖ μῦθοι (simple 
plots)/πεπλεγμένοι μῦθοι (complex plots). 
So ὑφαίνω, ἐξυφαίνω, πλέκω, συμπλέκω, 
διαπλέκω, πλόκος, and to add – ποικίλλω 
with an adjective ποικίλος – belong to the 
semantic group which fixes different shades 
of the art which has to do with threads. Not 
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to leave it unsubstantiated, we quote Pindar 
(Olympic I, 8–9): 

ὁ πολύφατος ὕμνος ἀμφιβάλλεται 
σοφῶν μητίεσσι (Pindar, 1997: 46).

The famous hymn is embraced by the wis-
dom of wise men (Pindar, 1997: 47) 
[The translation is ours. – E.A.]

This passage is interesting because of a 
pun on words, which suggests two meanings 
because of similarity in sound: πολύ-φατος 
(famous) and πολ-ύφατος, the second part of 
which sounds to the Greek ear as if it were a 
form of the verb ὑφαίνω (I weave). 

We shall not exaggerate quoting. A close 
reading of Pindar’s contexts evoking the art of 
weaving, leads us to understand that this art 
is intimately connected with the art of poetic 
composition: καιρός here means intertwining 
of themes, ingenious composition, ability to 
unite a multitude into a comprehensible unity. 
The wise are those who are capable to under-
stand this complexity. And the complexity itself 
evolves in time and through time. This articu-
lation of elements and the relevant composition 
have discursive and thus temporal nature. The 
same nature reveals itself in the phenomenon of 
a literary composition (plot) and dialogue. 

The royal art of weaving. Now we turn to 
the dialogue as a philosophical genre. It orig-
inates in the practice of sophistic agon logon 
(competition of discourses) and the practice of 
Greek drama. In the circle of the so-called So-
cratics this form of discourse was very popular 
(Alymova, 2017b: 97–116). 

Panatios in the famous doxographic book 
of Diogenes Laertius (DL II, 64) (Diogenes 
Laertius, 2008: 136) names six authors of 
Socratic dialogues: Antisthenes, Aeschines, 
Pheado, Eucleides, Xenophon and Plato. The 
Socratic writings originated in a narrow circle 
of close disciples of Socrates. As a genre the 
Socratic dialogue is a collective production. It 
flourished between 390 and 350 BCE. 

We have already discussed the problem 
of origin of the Socratic dialogue (Alymova, 
2017b: 97–116), so we will not go into details 
here. Hereby we would like to emphasize one 

aspect. A great contribution to the configu-
ration of the Socratic dialogue was made by 
the Sophists (Alymova, 2015: 23 – 29). They 
not only initiated the practices of contest of 
speeches (ἀγῶνες λόγων), but also influenced 
Socrates (who once pertained to their circle) 
and his disciples (some of them, e.g. Antisthe-
nes, had been pupils of the Sophists). Given 
the attitude of the Sophists towards the prob-
lem of (im)possibility to render and express the 
knowledge of the reality, we must admit that 
for the Sophists the dialogue was a natural and 
consequential form of educational (and phil-
osophical) discourse. Within the circle of the 
Sophists the concept of kairos gained a special 
slant: this concept presented itself as multilat-
eral and three-dimensional (at least). It means 
they elaborated a special way of communi-
cation between the teacher and his audience 
which was based on recognition of detachment 
of the subject of cognition from the world it-
self as it is and of dramatic role of language 
in communication of any experience of the 
world. In such circumstances a monologue of 
a teacher meant nothing: it would not convey 
any precise knowledge – the only possible way 
of communication was dialogue (according 
to special rules, or technics) which involved 
different interlocutors lead by a teacher. They 
were in search of a convincing truth. That is 
why the skills in rhetoric had such a significant 
role. One might say without exaggeration that 
the teacher and his pupils were engaged in the 
process of weaving a mutual context. In other 
words, they created a situation of communica-
tion where common concepts might be brought 
to light. We call this situation kairotic. 

And now we concentrate our attention on 
an exemplar version of this genre – that is on 
the Socratic dialogue as represented by Plato. 

The genre of philosophical dialogue 
demonstrates traits similar to the art of weav-
ing: a composition, intertwining and inter-
weaving of words, which constitute a network. 

In the writings of Plato we encounter not 
only the form of dialogue as such, but also an 
intuition (and most probably – understanding) 
of suggestive power of the dialogue as a phil-
osophical way to involve interlocutors (and 
readers as well – and this is of great import) 
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into a certain procedure which could lead them 
(sometimes via perplexity) to gather that the 
life of mind and reason is complicated and that 
philosophizing is a perpetual exercise and ex-
ertion, the aim of which is to make them (and 
us) perceive the Good and thus actualize the 
pursuit of happiness. 

To this general consideration we should 
add another one which takes into account the 
figure of the ruler, of a politician. According 
to Plato’s Republic (and The Laws) the ruler of 
a polis should be philosopher, in other words 
a person who understands the essence of the 
Good. The ruler knows how to combine all 
the necessary constituent elements in order 
to create the best possible political regime. 
To illustrate how it should work, Plato uses a 
metaphor which became a topos in the Greek 
literature – the metaphor of ship. Let us cite 
the relevant context (the Athenian touches the 
problems concerning the dissolution of a pol-
ity, Leg. c3–d1): 

πολλοὶ καιροὶ (1) πολιτείας λύσεώς 
(2) εἰσιν, καθάπερ νεὼς ἢ ζῴου τινός, 
οὓς ἐντόνους (3) τε καὶ ὑποζώματα (4) 
καὶ νεύρων ἐπιτόνους (5), μίαν οὖσαν 
φύσιν διεσπαρμένην, πολλαχοῦ πολ-
λοῖς ὀνόμασιν προσαγορεύομεν· εἷς δὲ 
οὗτος οὐ σμικρότατος καιρὸς (6) τοῦ 
σῴζεσθαί τε καὶ διαλυθεῖσαν (7) οἴχε-
σθαι πολιτείαν (Plato, 1907: 403).

“In fact, the case stands thus: – The dis-
solution (2) of a polity, like that of a ship’s 
frame, depends upon many critical factors 
(1): these (in the case of a ship) though one 
in nature are separated into many parts, and 
we call them by many names–such as stays 
(3), under-girders (4), bracing-ropes (5). 
For the preservation, or dissolution (7) and 
disappearance, of a polity the office of ex-
aminer is such a critical factor (6), and that 
of the gravest kind” (Plato, 1926: 487, 489).

It is but accurate: kairos is translated here 
as “critical factors”. Meanwhile the picture and 
the metaphor itself become more clear and ap-
pear in full light with all possible connotations 
if we interpret them in the terms of kairos as 

it has been demonstrated above, that is in the 
terms of the art of weaving. The vocabulary, 
used here by Plato, stands for it: καιροί/και-
ρός is a keyword of the context is surrounded 
by words which imply threads or cords: λύσις 
(dissolution, also used to describe the process 
of taking off the armor of a soldier), ἔνοτνος 
(stay, a strong rope used to support a mast), 
ὑποζώματα (under-girders, belts), ἐπίτονος 
(bracing-ropes).

Moreover, it looks like Plato himself sup-
ports this reading. To corroborate this thesis 
we adduce another context – The Statesman 
(305e sqq). Plato paragons the activities of the 
weaver and the politician. He writes that the art 
of politics is συνυφαίνουσα ὀρθότατα (τέ-
χνη) (305e sqq), that is the art of weaving the 
threads together into one web. 

The statesman, according to Plato, should 
pick up the best, the most appropriate. We shall 
cite again (not to indulge in citing Greek, we 
quote here the translation of B. Jowett):

STRANGER: But the science which is 
over them all, and has charge of the laws, and 
of all matters affecting the State, and truly 
weaves them all into one, if we would describe 
under a name characteristic of their common 
nature, most deservedly we may call politics.

YOUNG SOCRATES: Exactly so.
STRANGER: Then, now that we have dis-

covered the various classes in a State, shall I 
analyze politics after the pattern which weav-
ing supplied?

YOUNG SOCRATES: I greatly wish that 
you would.

STRANGER: Then I must describe the 
nature of the royal web, and show how the vari-
ous threads are woven into one piece. (…)

STRANGER: Then the true and natural 
art of statesmanship will never allow any State 
to be formed by a combination of good and bad 
men, if this can be avoided; but will begin by 
testing human natures in play, and after testing 
them, will entrust them to proper teachers who 
are the ministers of her purposes – she will her-
self give orders, and maintain authority; just as 
the art of weaving continually gives orders and 
maintains authority over the carders and all the 
others who prepare the material for the work, 
commanding the subsidiary arts to execute the 
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works which she deems necessary for making 
the web.

STRANGER: In like manner, the roy-
al science appears to me to be the mistress of 
all lawful educators and instructors, and hav-
ing this queenly power, will not permit them 
to train men in what will produce characters 
unsuited to the political constitution which she 
desires to create, but only in what will produce 
such as are suitable. Those which have no share 
of manliness and temperance, or any other vir-
tuous inclination, and, from the necessity of an 
evil nature, are violently carried away to god-
lessness and insolence and injustice, she gets 
rid of by death and exile, and punishes them 
with the greatest of disgraces.

YOUNG SOCRATES: That is commonly 
said. (…)

STRANGER: The rest of the citizens, out 
of whom, if they have education, something 
noble may be made, and who are capable of 
being united by the statesman, the kingly art 
blends and weaves together; taking on the one 
hand those whose natures tend rather to cour-
age, which is the stronger element and may be 
regarded as the warp, and on the other hand 
those which incline to order and gentleness, 
and which are represented in the figure as spun 
thick and soft, after the manner of the woof – 
these, which are naturally opposed, she seeks 
to bind and weave together in the following 
manner.

YOUNG SOCRATES: In what manner?
STRANGER: First of all, she takes the 

eternal element of the soul and binds it with a 
divine cord, to which it is akin, and then the an-
imal nature, and binds that with human cords. 
(…)

STRANGER: This then we declare to be 
the completion of the web of political action, 
which is created by a direct intertexture of the 
brave and temperate natures, whenever the roy-
al science has drawn the two minds into com-
munion with one another by unanimity and 
friendship, and having perfected the noblest 
and best of all the webs which political life ad-
mits, and enfolding therein all other inhabitants 
of cities, whether slaves or freemen, binds them 
in one fabric and governs and presides over 
them, and, in so far as to be happy is vouch-

safed to a city, in no particular fails to secure 
their happiness.

YOUNG SOCRATES: Your picture, 
Stranger, of the king and statesman, no less 
than of the Sophist, is quite perfect. (Plato, 
1892: 523–530).

We have cited this context at length and 
underlined the words, pertinent to our explica-
tion, because it demonstrates the significance 
of the image of weaver and the art of weaving 
(called here royal) as a paradigm in Plato’s phil-
osophical discourse. 

Until this moment we have considered the 
Poet (epic and lyric), the Sophist, the Politician 
as representatives of the art of weaving – the 
art of creating kairos. Now, taking into account 
Plato’s dialogue The Sophist, we arrive at a cru-
cial point (Plato, 1995: 401): chasing the soph-
ist, the interlocutors develop a special proce-
dure to attain an accurate result. They practice 
a method of strict distinguishing, which they 
compare in particular to the art of carding yarn 
(ξαίνειν), separating the web with a heddle-rod 
(κερκίζειν), drawing down the weaver sword, 
whose function is to beat the weft against the 
fell of the cloth (κατάγειν). The Stranger sub-
sumes all these procedures, which constitute 
the art of weaver, under the art of separation 
and distinguishing (διακριτικὴ τέχνη, or 
διάκρισις). The abovementioned technics of 
separating yarn and threads serve to distin-
guish the better from the worse, the similar 
from the dissimilar. So the Stranger concludes 
that all the arts of distinguishing must be desig-
nated as purification (καθαρμός τις). 

The masters of the same art – the art mak-
ing fabric (in metaphorical sense, of course) – 
are philosophers, because they should be versed 
in the art of “yarning” and “weaving” concepts 
and ideas (λόγοι, ἰδέαι), which consists, on the 
one hand, in separating the right concept from 
the wrong one and, on the other – in interweav-
ing the right ones, arranging them in the best 
possible order, or, if we put it another way, Pla-
to holds the royal art of weaving for a paradigm 
of dialectics.

Cosmos and Polis are tissues, (con)texts 
created by Gods and wise men. In the perspec-
tive of a philosophical discourse the dialogue, 
being a context as well, constitutes, or better – 
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should constitute, a situation, which we, taking 
into account our analysis, call kairotic, that is a 
situation which involves not only the interlocu-
tors as protagonists of a dialogue, but the read-
er as well. The reader is exactly the point where 
all the semantic lines encounter: he/she is the 
crucial point of any philosophical dialogue, the 
point where the meaning conveyed/intended 
comes to actuality. 

Conclusions
We have undertaken a sort of archeologi-

cal research not to destroy the tradition, but in 
order to reconsider it. We think that the inter-
pretation of B. Gallet (Gallet, 1990) makes it 
possible to explain all the traditional meanings 
of kairos and even adds to them. This interpre-
tation lets us reconsider the concept of kairos in 

a wider perspective and even introduce a new 
formula – kairotic situation or kairotic logos 
(as applied specifically to a philosophical dis-
course). Kairotic situation is a combination or 
conjuncture of elements. It involves 1) the au-
thor (an authoritative instance, responsible for 
creation of such a situation), who composes all 
the elements, 2) the narrator or protagonist, 3) 
his audience and interlocutors, and 4) the read-
er, or an extradiegetic audience, a witness of the 
drama of a dialogue. The realization of kairos 
depends on communication of these elements, 
on their intertwining, on their being interwo-
ven one with another in the best possible way. 
Kairotic situation/kairotic logos is created by 
an author: poet (epic, lyric or dramatic), rhet-
orician (a Sophist), politician, and philosopher, 
such as Plato, philosopher and dramatist.
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Сократический диалог как кайротический логос

Е.В. Алымова
Санкт-Петербургский государственный университет  
Российская Федерация, Санкт-Петербург

Аннотация. Статья посвящена cократическому диалогу как жанру античной фило-
софской прозы, представителями которой были ученики Сократа –  так называемые 
сократики. Шедеврами этого жанра являются диалоги Платона. Оригинальность 
данного исследования заключается в том, что сократический диалог рассмотрен 
в свете одного из самых загадочных концептов античной философии, каковым вы-
ступает кайрос. Встречаясь весьма часто в различных контекстах (как в поэтиче-
ских, так и в прозаических), он нигде не получает определения, зато спектр его 
толкований велик. Свидетельство этому мы обнаруживаем в том числе и в перево-
дах: мера, удобный случай, возможность, обстоятельства, кризис, цель, подходящее 
время, «свой час» (М. Л. Гаспаров), «пора» (В. В. Бибихин, А. В. Ахутин), и этот 
ряд можно продолжить. Здесь термин подвергается реинтерпретации, в основании 
которой изначальная связь кайроса с искусством ткачества, которое, в свою оче-
редь, предстает как парадигма для искусства плетения логосов и драматического 
сюжетосложения.

Ключевые слова: кайрос, логос, сократический диалог, философский диалог, со-
кратики, искусство ткачества, Платон.
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